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Abstract
In this paper we show that one-qubit polynomial time computations
are as powerful as NC1 circuits. More generally, we define syntactic
models for quantum and stochastic branching programs of bounded
width and prove upper and lower bounds on their power. We show
that any NC1 language can be accepted exactly by a width-2 quantum
branching program of polynomial length, in contrast to the classical
case where width 5 is necessary unless NC1 = ACC. This separates
width-2 quantum programs from width-2 doubly stochastic programs
as we show the latter cannot compute the middle bit of multiplication.
Finally, we show that bounded-width quantum and stochastic programs can be simulated by classical programs of larger but bounded
width, and thus are in NC1 .
For read-once quantum branching programs (QBPs), we give a symmetric Boolean function which is computable by a read-once QBP with
O(log n) width, but not by a deterministic read-once BP with o(n)
width, or by a classical randomized read-once BP with o(n) width
which is “stable” in the sense that its transitions depend on the value
of the queried variable but do not vary from step to step. Finally,
we present a general lower bound on the width of read-once QBPs,
showing that our O(log n) upper bound for this symmetric function is
almost tight.
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Preliminaries

Interest in quantum computation has steadily increased since Shor’s discovery of a polynomial time quantum algorithm for factoring [19]. A number of
models of quantum computation have been considered, including quantum
versions of Turing machines, simple automata, circuits, and decision trees.
The goal of much of this research has been to understand in what ways
quantum algorithms do and do not offer a speed-up over the classical case,
and to understand what classical techniques for proving upper and lower
complexity bounds transfer to the quantum setting.
Branching programs have proven useful in a variety of domains, such as
hardware verification, model checking, and other CAD applications; see for
example the book by Wegener [23]. In addition, branching programs are
a convenient model for nonuniform computation with varying restrictions.
Even oblivious branching programs of constant width — the non-uniform
equivalent of finite-state automata — are surprisingly powerful. Indeed,
Barrington [6] showed that branching programs of width 5 are already as
powerful as circuits of logarithmic depth.
Moreover, branching programs are a very natural model for comparing
the power of quantum computation with classical computation, both deterministic and randomized. Randomized branching programs (with restrictions on variables testing) have been intensively investigated since 1996 [3].
In [3] the first example of a function is presented which is exponentially
cheaper for a randomized OBDD than for a deterministic OBDD; see [23]
for more information. Recently, several models of quantum branching programs have been proposed [1, 2, 5, 14, 22].
In this paper we define and consider models of stochastic and quantum branching programs. For this syntactic model we present several results for quantum branching programs of bounded width [1]. We show that
width-2 syntactic quantum programs are more powerful than width-2 doubly
stochastic programs, and are as strong as deterministic branching programs
of width 5. Specifically, we show that polynomial-length, width-2 syntactic
quantum branching programs can recognize any language in NC1 exactly.
Note that such programs are equivalent to a nonuniform automata whose
only storage device is a single qubit!
On the other hand, we show that polynomial-length, width-2 doubly
stochastic programs cannot compute the middle bit of the multiplication
function MULT . This is a consequence of the more general fact (proved
in [4]) that MULT is exponentially hard for randomized OBDDs and that
2 × 2 doubly stochastic matrixes commute. Note that Yao [24] showed that
width-2 deterministic programs require superpolynomial length to compute
the majority function.
Next, we show that bounded-error syntactic quantum and stochastic
programs can be simulated by deterministic programs of the same length and
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larger, but still bounded, width. Therefore the class of languages recognized
by these programs coincides with (nonuniform) NC1 . This also implies that,
for bounded-width quantum programs, exact acceptance is just as strong as
acceptance with bounded error.
To give some flavour of what our syntactic model is, consider the usual
computation of a branching program. When we query a variable we do one of
two actions depending on its values. If we query the variable again we expect
to see the same value. An inconsistent state is one that is reached by querying a variable more than once and seeing different values at different times.
In analogy with syntactic read-k-times classical branching programs [8], our
syntactic quantum and stochastic programs have a bounded-error promise
for their acceptance probabilities that holds even for inconsistent final states.
This restriction is admittedly somewhat artificial, but it allows us to put upper bounds on the classical complexity of the languages recognized by such
branching programs using simple metric arguments. Proving similar upper
bounds without this syntactic restriction is an interesting open question.
We use the techniques of our result to show that (syntactic) polynomiallength width-2 stochastic programs that accept with probability 1/2 + 
cannot compute the majority function if  > 1/4. In addition, we show that
polynomial-length stochastic programs with width 2 and  > 1/8, width 3
and  > 1/3, or width 4 and  > 3/8 can only recognize languages in ACC.
Finally, we investigate the properties of read-once quantum branching
programs, which were defined in [2]. We show that, just as in the classical deterministic case, ordered read-once permutation branching programs
of exponential width (and hence QBPs) can recognize arbitrary languages.
Next we exhibit a symmetric Boolean function which is computable by a
read-once QBP with O(log n) width, but which requires Ω(n) width for deterministic BPs, and for randomized classical BPs with a certain restriction
on their transitions. Finally, we present a general lower bound on the width
of read-once QBPs, and show that our O(log n) upper bound for this symmetric function is almost tight.

2

Branching Programs

We begin by discussing the classical model of branching programs and then
generalize it to the quantum setting. A good source of information on
branching programs is Wegener’s book [23]; for an introduction to quantum computation see Nielsen and Chuang [15].
Definition 1 A branching program is a finite directed acyclic graph which
will be used to recognize some subset of {0, 1}n . Each node (except for a
sink node) is labeled with an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ n and has two outgoing arrows
labeled 0 and 1. This pair of edges corresponds to querying the i’th bit xi
of the input, and making a transition along one outgoing edge or the other
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depending on the value of xi . There is a single source node, called the start
node, and a subset Accept of the sink nodes corresponding to accepting nodes.
An input x is accepted if and only if it induces a chain of transitions leading
to a node in Accept, and the set of such inputs is the language accepted by
the program. A branching program is oblivious if the nodes can be partitioned
into levels V1 , . . . , V` and a level V`+1 such that the nodes in V`+1 are the
sink nodes, nodes in each level Vj with j ≤ ` have outgoing edges only to
nodes in the next level Vj+1 , and all nodes in a given level Vj query the same
bit xij of the input. Such a program is said to have length `, and width k if
each level has at most k nodes.
Note that V`+1 may include inconsistent final nodes, i.e., those reached by
paths where a variable takes different values in multiple queries.
Oblivious branching programs have an elegant algebraic definition. Recall that a monoid is a set with an associative binary operation · and an
identity 1 such that 1 · a = a · 1 = a for all a.
Definition 2 Let M be a monoid and S ⊂ M an accepting set. Let xi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n be a set of Boolean variables. A branching program over
M of length ` is a string of ` instructions; the j’th instruction is a triple
(ij , aj , bj ) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × M × M , which we interpret as aj , if xij = 0; and
as bj , if xij = 1. Given an input x, the yield Y (x) of the program is the
product in M of all its instructions. We say that the input x is accepted
if Y (x) ∈ S, and the set of such inputs is the language recognized by the
program.
Such programs are often called non-uniform deterministic finite automata (NUDFAs). A computation in a deterministic finite automaton can
be thought of as taking a product in its syntactic monoid; in a NUDFA we
generalize this by allowing the same variable to be queried many times, and
allowing “true” and “false” to be mapped into a different pair of monoid
elements in each query.
A common monoid is Tk , the set of functions from a set of k objects
into itself. Then the program makes transitions among k nodes, and we can
equivalently define oblivious, width-k branching programs by choosing an
initial node and a set of accepting final nodes, with k nodes in each level Vj .
Definition 3 An oblivious width-k branching program is a branching program over Tk , where the accepting set S ⊂ Tk consists of those elements of
Tk that map an initial node s ∈ {1, . . . , k} to a final node t ∈ Accept for
some subset Accept ⊂ {1, . . . , k}.
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Bounded Width Branching Programs

We define language classes recognized by (non-uniform) families of boundedwidth branching programs whose length increases polynomially with n:
Definition 4 k-BWBP is the class of languages recognized by polynomiallength branching programs of width k, and BWBP = ∪k k-BWBP.
Recall that a group is a monoid where every element has an inverse, and
a group is Abelian if ab = ba for all a, b. A subgroup H ⊆ G is normal if the
left and right cosets coincide, aH = Ha for all a ∈ G. A group is simple if
it has no normal subgroups other than itself and {1}.
Barrington [6] studied branching programs over the permutation group
on k objects Sk ⊂ Tk ; such programs are called permutation programs. He
showed that polynomial-length programs over S5 , and therefore width-5
branching programs, can recognize any language in NC1 , the class of languages recognizable by Boolean circuits of polynomial width and logarithmic
depth [16]. Indeed, this follows from an earlier algebraic result by Maurer
and Rhodes [11]. The version of Barrington’s result that we will use is:
Theorem 1 ([6, 13]) Let G be a non-Abelian simple group, and let a 6= 1
be any non-identity element. Then any language L in NC1 can be recognized
by a family of polynomial-length branching programs over G such that their
yield is Y (x) = a if x ∈ L and 1 otherwise.
Since the smallest non-Abelian simple group is A5 ⊂ S5 , the group of even
permutations of 5 objects, and since we can choose a permutation a that
maps some initial node s to some other final node t, width 5 suffices. Conversely, we can model a width-k branching program as a Boolean product
of ` transition matrices of dimension k, and a simple divide-and-conquer
algorithm allows us to calculate this product in O(log `) depth. Thus,
BWBP ⊂ NC1 , so we have
5-BWBP = BWBP = NC1 .
The definition of a linear branching program is based on the oblivious
model. This is a generalization of the definition of quantum branching program presented in [2]. Deterministic, stochastic, and quantum oblivious
branching programs are particular cases of linear branching programs. Let
Vk be a k-dimensional vector space; here k is the width of the program, and
the vectors µ we will consider will be probability distributions or quantum
superpositions over the k states. We use |µi and hµ| to denote column vectors and row vectors respectively from Vk , and hµ1 | µ2 i denotes the complex
inner product. This “bra-ket” notation was invented by Dirac, and is now
widely used in quantum mechanics. We write µ when it is not important
whether it is in column or row form.
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Definition 5 (Linear branching program) A Linear Branching Program
P of width k and length ` (a (k, `) − LBP ) over Vk is defined as
P = hT, |µ0 i, Accepti
where T is a sequence (of length `) of k-dimensional linear transformations
of the vector space Vk :
T = (ij , Mj (0), Mj (1))`j=1 .
Vectors |µi ∈ Vk are called states (state vectors) of P , |µ0 i ∈ Vk is the
initial state of P , and Accept ⊆ {1, . . . , k} is the accepting set.
We define a computation on P with an input x = x1 , . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1}n
as follows:
1. A computation of P starts from the initial state |µ0 i;
2. The j’th step of P queries a variable xij , and applies the transition
matrix Mj = Mj (xij ) to the current state µ to obtain the state µ0 =
Mj (xij )µ;
3. The final state (i.e., the state after step ` + 1) is
|µ(x)i =

1
Y

Mj (xij )|µ0 i .

j=`

Recall that in a read-once program, each variable is queried at most once
during the computation. For such a program, at each step j, an arbitrary
transformation Mj (xij ) ∈ {Mj (0), Mj (1)} might be applied since the ij are
all distinct. However, if a variable xi is queried more than once during the
computation, we must see it take the same value in every query, and this
constrains the transformations Mj to be consistent across the set of j such
that ij = i. This observation motivates the following definition:
Definition 6 We call a state µ of a branching program consistent if there
exists an input x that induces a chain of transitions leading to the µ from
the initial state µ0 . Otherwise, we call µ an inconsistent state.
For each j ∈ {1 . . . , ` + 1} we let Vj denote the set of states µ (both
consistent and inconsistent) of the branching program. For stochastic and
quantum programs defined below, states in Vj will be vectors (probability
distributions or vectors of `2 -norm 1, respectively) over the basis set Vj .
Now oblivious deterministic, stochastic, and quantum branching programs can be presented as follows:
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Deterministic branching programs. A deterministic branching program is a linear branching program over a vector space Rk . A state µ of
such a program is a Boolean vector with exactly one 1. The matrices Mj
correspond to elements of Tk , and so have exactly one 1 in each column. For
branching programs over groups this is true of the rows as well; in which
case, the Mj are permutation matrices.
Stochastic branching programs. The concept of deterministic branching programs naturally generalizes to stochastic branching programs, by
letting µ be a probability distribution, and by letting the Mj be stochastic
matrices, i.e., matrices with non-negative entries where each column sums
to 1. If the Mj also have rows that sum to 1, then one has doubly stochastic
matrices, and the corresponding doubly stochastic branching programs. Recall that, by Birkhoff’s Theorem [21], doubly stochastic matrices are convex
combinations of permutation matrices.
In the deterministic and stochastic cases, for a final state vector (consistent or inconsistent) µ ∈ V`+1 , we define
X
Pr(µ) =
hi | µi = kΠAccept µk1 ,
(1)
i∈Accept

and we define the probability of acceptance as Pr(x) = Pr(µ(x)). Here |ii
is the basis vector with support on the node i, and ΠAccept is a projection
operator on the accepting subspace span{|ii : i ∈ Accept}.
Quantum branching programs. We define a quantum branching program as a linear branching program over a Hilbert space Ck . The µ for such
a program are complex state vectors with kµk2 = 1, and the Mj are complexvalued unitary matrices. For a final state vector (consistent or inconsistent)
µ ∈ V`+1 , we define Pr(µ) as
X
Pr(µ) =
|hi | µi|2 = kΠAccept µk22 ,
(2)
i∈Accept

and the probability of acceptance as Pr(x) = Pr(µ(x)); that is, the probability that if we measure µ(x), we will observe it in the accepting subspace.
Note that this is a “measure-once” model analogous to the model of quantum finite automata in [12], in which the system envolves unitarily except
for a single measurement at the end. We could also allow multiple measurements during the computation, by representing the state as a density matrix
ρ, and by making the Mj superoperators, but we do not consider this here.
We can define recognition in several ways for the quantum case. We
say that a language L is accepted with unbounded error if Pr(x) > 1/2 if
x ∈ L and Pr(x) ≤ 1/2 if x ∈
/ L. We say that a language L is accepted with
bounded error if there is some  > 0 such that Pr(x) ≥ 1/2 +  if x ∈ L and
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Pr(x) ≤ 1/2 −  if x ∈
/ L. For the case  = 1/2, we have that Pr(x) = 1, if
x ∈ L; and Pr(x) = 0, if x ∈
/ L. So as we did in the deterministic case, we
say that L is accepted exactly.

4

Syntactic Stochastic and Quantum Programs

For unbounded and bounded error stochastic and quantum branching programs we define two subsets A and R of the set V`+1 of final state vectors
(consistent and inconsistent) as follows: For unbounded error programs, we
define
A = {µ ∈ V`+1 : Pr(µ) > 1/2} and R = {µ ∈ V`+1 : Pr(µ) ≤ 1/2};
and for bounded error programs, we define
A = {µ ∈ V`+1 : Pr(µ) ≥ 1/2 + } and R = {µ ∈ V`+1 : Pr(µ) ≤ 1/2 − }.
We call A and R the accepting and rejecting sets respectively.
Recall that V`+1 includes the final states reachable by all possible paths,
both consistent and inconsistent. Then:
Definition 7 We call a stochastic or a quantum branching program syntactic if its accepting and rejecting set of state vectors form a partition of the
set of final states, i.e., if V`+1 = A ∪ R.
Note that without the syntactic restriction, it might happen that V`+1 6=
A ∪ R, and that some inconsistent final state vector µ ∈ V`+1 has the
property that 1/2 −  < Pr(µ) < 1/2 + .
We denote by B· the language classes recognized by standard (nonsyntactic) programs with bounded error and denote by E· those recognized
exactly. The notations SBP and QBP stand for stochastic and quantum
branching programs, respectively. We denote the classes of languages recognized by width-k stochastic and quantum programs of polynomial length
as k-BSBP, k-BQBP, and k-EQBP. Note that we remove “BW” to avoid
acronym overload. We write BSBP for ∪k k-BSBP and define BQBP and
EQBP similarly. Clearly we have
BWBP ⊆ EQBP ⊆ BQBP
and
BWBP ⊆ BSBP
but in principle k-BSBP could be incomparable with k-EQBP or k-BQBP.
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Width-2 Stochastic and Quantum Programs

In this section we show that width-2 syntactic quantum programs with exact
acceptance contain NC1 , and also that this class of programs is stronger than
width-2 syntactic doubly stochastic programs.
Lemma 1 Any width-2 doubly stochastic program on n variables is equivalent to one which queries each variable once and in the order x1 , x2 , . . . , xn .


p
1−p
Proof. Any 2 × 2 stochastic matrix can be written as
for
1−p
p
some p ∈ [0, 1]. It is easy to verify that matrices
Q1 of this form commute.
Hence, if we have a product of such matrices j=n Mj (xij ) we can rewrite
it so that we first take the product of all the matrices that depend on x1 ,
then those that depend on x2 , and so on. To finish the proof we note that
products of doubly stochastic matrices are again doubly stochastic, so we
can use a single doubly stochastic matrix for the product of all the matrices
that depend on a given xi .
2
The above lemma shows we can convert any width-2 doubly stochastic
program into one which is read-once and with a fixed variable ordering. i.e.,
a randomized ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD). Hence for width-2
programs, the syntactic and nonsyntactic models are equivalent.
Next we note that stochastic programs are stronger than permutation
programs for width 2. It is easy to see that any program over Z2 simply
yields the parity of some subset of the xi . The AND n function, which accepts
only the input with xi = 1 for all i, is not of this form, and so this function
cannot be recognized by a width-2 permutation program. However, it can
easily be recognized by a stochastic program P with bounded error which
queries eachvariable
it maps xi = 1 and 0 to
 once as follows:for i < n 
1 0
1/2 1/2
the identity
and the matrix
respectively, and for xn
0 1
1/2 1/2




3/4 0
3/8 3/8
it maps 1 and 0 to
and
respectively. Taking the
1/4 1
5/8 5/8
first node to be both the initial and final node, P accepts with probability
3/4 if xi = 1 for all i and 3/8 otherwise. Note that except for one matrix
this is in fact a doubly stochastic program; if we had treated the variable xn
in the same fashion as the other variables we would have gotten a syntactic
doubly stochastic program accepting AND n with one-sided error.
Despite being stronger than their permutation counterparts, the next
result shows width-2 doubly stochastic branching programs are not that
strong. Let MULT nk be the Boolean function which computes the k’th bit
of the product of two n-bit integers. Define MULT n to be MULT nn−1 , i.e.,
the middle bit of the product. We will argue that any width-2 stochastic
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program that calculates this function (i.e., that recognizes the set of inputs
for which MULT n = 1) requires exponential width.
In [4] Ablayev and Karpinski investigated randomized OBDDs, i.e., those
which accept with bounded error.
Theorem 2 ([4]) Any randomized OBDD that bounded error computes MULT n
has width at least 2Ω(n/log n) .
So by Lemma 1 we have immediately:
Corollary 1 MULT n can not be computed by a width-2 doubly stochastic
program.
While width-2 doubly stochastic programs are quite weak, the next result
shows that width-2 quantum programs are surprisingly strong. Note that
a width-2 quantum program has a state space equivalent to a single qubit,
such as a single spin-1/2 particle.
Theorem 3 NC1 is contained in syntactic 2-EQBP.
Proof. We show that Barrington’s simulation of NC1 can be carried out in
U (2), the group of 2 × 2 unitary matrices. Recall that S U (2), the group of
2 × 2 unitary matrices with determinant 1, is an algebraic double cover of
S O(3), the group of three-dimensional rotations, and S O(3) has a subgroup
isomorphic to A5 , namely the group of rotations of the icosahedron.
To make this explicit, we recall a well-known 2-to-1 mapping from S U (2)
to S O(3). Consider a qubit a|0i + b|1i with |a|2 + |b|2 = 1; we can make
a real by multiplying by an overall phase. The Bloch sphere representation
(see e.g. [15]) views this state as the point on the unit sphere with latitude
θ and longitude φ , i.e., (cos φ cos θ, sin φ cos θ, sin θ), where a = cos θ/2 and
b = eiφ sin θ/2.
Given this representation, an element of S U (2) is equivalent to some
rotation of the unit sphere. Recall the Pauli matrices






0 1
0 i
1 0
σx =
, σy =
, σz =
1 0
−i 0
0 −1
Then we can rotate an angle α around the x, y or z axes with the following
operators:


cos α/2
−i sin α/2
Rx (α) = ei(α/2)σx =
−i sin α/2
cos α/2


cos α/2 − sin α/2
i(α/2)σy
Ry (α) = e
=
, and
sin α/2 cos α/2
 −iα/2

e
0
i(α/2)σz
Rz (α) = e
=
.
0
eiα/2
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This makes S U (2) a double cover of S O(3), where each element of S O(3)
corresponds to two elements ±U in S U (2). (Note that angles get halved by
this mapping.) Therefore, S U (2) has a subgroup which is a double cover
of A5 . One way to generate this subgroup is with 2π/5 rotations a and b
around two adjacent vertices of an icosahedron. Since two such vertices are
an angle tan−1 2 apart, if one lies on the z axis and the other lies in the x–z
plane, we have
 iπ/5

e
0
a = Rz (2π/5) =
0
e−iπ/5
b = Ry (tan−1 2) · a · Ry (− tan−1 2)

 iπ/5
1
e
τ + e−iπ/5 τ −1
−2i sin π/5
= √
−2i sin π/5
e−iπ/5 τ + eiπ/5 τ −1
5
√
where τ = (1 + 5)/2 is the golden ratio. Now consider the group element
c = a·b·a; this rotates the icosahedron by π around the midpoint of the edge
connecting these two vertices. In S U (2), this maps each of the eigenvectors
of σy to the other times an overall phase. These eigenvectors are
e+ =

|0i + i|1i
√
,
2

e− =

|0i − i|1i
√
2

so we have
|he+ | ± c|e− i|2 = 1
while, since they are orthogonal,
|he+ |1|e− i|2 = 0 .
Now, Theorem 1 tells us that for any language L in NC1 we can construct
a polynomial-length program over A5 that yields the element equivalent to
c if the input is in the language and 1 otherwise. Using the embedding of
A5 in S O(3), and then lifting to S U (2), gives a program which yields ±c or
1. If we take the initial state to be µ0 = e− and the accepting subspace to
be that spanned by e+ , this program accepts L exactly.
2

6

Deterministic Simulations of Syntactic Stochastic and Quantum Branching Programs

In this section we give general results on simulating syntactic stochastic and
quantum programs with deterministic ones. Specifically, Theorem 4 shows
that syntactic stochastic and quantum programs that accept with bounded
error can be simulated by deterministic programs of the same length and
larger (but still bounded) width. Below we use this to place upper bounds
11

on the computational power of stochastic programs with various widths and
error thresholds.
Theorem 4 Let P be a syntactic stochastic or quantum branching program
of width k and length ` that recognizes a language L with probability 1/2 + .
Then, there exists a deterministic branching program P 0 of width k 0 and
length ` that recognizes L, where
 k−1
1
k ≤


(3)

 2k
2
k ≤


(4)

0

if P is stochastic, and
0

if P is quantum.
Proof. Our proof is based on arguments of Rabin [17] and Kondacs and
Watrous [10]. For each step of the program, we define an equivalence relation
on state vectors, where two state vectors are equivalent if they lead to the
same outcome (acceptance or rejection). Since P recognizes L with bounded
error, inequivalent states must be bounded away from each other, and since
the state space is compact the number of equivalence classes is finite. These
equivalence classes then become the states of our deterministic program P 0 .
First, we construct an `-length, 2` -width oblivious deterministic branch00
ing program P 00 in a form of complete binary tree. Nodes of levels V100 , . . . , V`+1
00
of P are labeled by state vectors µ (consistent and nonconsistent) of P as
follows: V100 contains unique node labeled by the initial state µ0 . For all
1 ≤ j ≤ ` each node in Vj00 labeled by µ ∈ Vj00 has two outgoing edges to
00 labeled by M (0)µ, M (1)µ. The syntactic property allows us
nodes in Vj+1
j
j
00 into accepting and rejecting subsets Acc and Rej
to partition nodes in V`+1
according to equations (1) and (2). Clearly that such deterministic program
P 00 recognizes L deterministically.
Now we inductively define an equivalence relation ≡j on each level Vj of
program P . First, we let A and R be the equivalence classes of ≡`+1 . Then,
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ `, define
µ ≡j µ0 ⇔ Mj (0)µ ≡j+1 Mj (0)µ0 and Mj (1)µ ≡j+1 Mj (1)µ0 .
The equivalence relation ≡j has the following properties:
1. V`+1 = A ∪ R since P is syntactical program;
2. equivalence classes have transitive closure property under transformation;
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3. since stochastic and unitary transformations do not increase the distance between states, the distance between two arbitrary different ≡j
classes are bounded away from each other by constant.
The equivalence relation ≡j on Vj of program P determines the equivalence relation on Vj00 of program P 00 . We keep the same notation ≡j for such
this equivalence relation on Vj00 .
We now define P 0 as the deterministic branching program whose nodes
0
Vj , for each level j, are the equivalence classes of ≡j of program P 00 , and
whose accepting subset is the singleton {A}. By properties (1-3) above
program P 0 is well-defined and recognizes L deterministically; it just remains
to show that the number of equivalence classes for each j is bounded.
First we show that two inequivalent state vectors in Vj must be far apart,
using the following standard argument [17, 10].
Lemma 2 Suppose µ, µ0 ∈ Vj and µ 6≡j µ0 . Then
kµ − µ0 k1 ≥ 4
if P is stochastic, and
kµ − µ0 k2 ≥ 2
if P is quantum.
Proof. Since stochastic and unitary matrices both preserve or decrease the
appropriate norm, it suffices to show this for the last step. Therefore, suppose that j = ` + 1, µ ∈ A and µ0 ∈ R. We can decompose both vectors,
µ, µ0 , into their components inside the accepting subspace and into their
components inside the subspace transverse to the accepting subspace. That
is, we can write µ = µA + µR where µA = ΠAccept µ and µR = (1 − ΠAccept )µ,
and similarly write µ0 = µ0A + µ0R . In the stochastic case, kµA k1 ≥ 1/2 + 
and kµ0A k1 ≤ 1/2 − , and so
kµ − µ0 k1 = kµA − µ0A k1 + kµR − µ0R k1
≥ 2 [(1/2 + ) − (1/2 − )]
= 4 .
p
p
In the quantum case, kµA k2 ≥ 1/2 +  and kµ0A k2 ≤ 1/2 − , so
kµ − µ0 k22 = kµA − µ0A k22 + kµR − µ0R k22
hp
i2
p
1/2 +  − 1/2 − 
≥ 2


p
2
= 2 1 − 1 − 4
≥ 42
2

so kµ − µ0 k2 ≥ 2.
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It follows that the width k 0 of P 0 is at most the largest number of balls
of radius 2 or  (in the stochastic and quantum case respectively) one can
fit inside the state space. In the stochastic case, the state space is a (k − 1)dimensional simplex. Its L1 -diameter is 2, so each ball of radius 2 covers
a fraction at least (1/)k−1 of its volume, yielding (3). This bound is crude
in that it assumes that the center of each ball is at a corner of the simplex;
balls whose center are in the interior of the simplex cover up to 2k−1 times
as much volume. In particular, if k = 2 then k 0 ≤ 1 + 1/(2).
In the quantum case, the state space is isomorphic to the surface of
the 2k-dimensional sphere of radius 1. The crude bound of (4) comes from
noticing that this sphere, and the balls of radius  whose centers lie on its
surface, are all contained in a 2k-dimensional ball of radius 2.
2
Theorem 4 shows that bounded-error syntactic stochastic and quantum
programs of constant width can be simulated by deterministic programs of
constant (though, exponentially larger) width, and are therefore contained
in NC1 . Conversely, we showed in Theorem 3 that NC1 is contained in
width-2 syntactic quantum programs. Therefore, the following classes all
coincide with NC1 :
Corollary 2 For syntactic programs,
2-EQBP = 2-BQBP = EQBP = BQBP = BSBP = BWBP = NC1 .
Of all the program classes discussed in this paper, the only ones not included
in this collapse are stochastic programs of width less than 5. Theorem 4
allows us to place upper bounds on their computational abilities if their
error margins are sufficiently large. For instance, since Yao [24] showed that
width-2 deterministic programs require superpolynomial length to compute
the majority function, we have
Corollary 3 For the syntactic case, width-2 stochastic branching programs
of polynomial length cannot recognize the majority function with probability
1/2 +  if  > 1/4.
Similarly, recall that ACC = ∪p ACC[p] where ACC[p] is the class of languages recognizable by constant-depth circuits with AND, OR, and mod-p
counting gates of arbitrary fan-in. It is known that ACC[p] ( NC1 for prime
p [18, 20], and strongly believed, but not known, that ACC ( NC1 . Since
its is known [7] that deterministic programs of width less than 5 recognize
languages in ACC[6], we have
Corollary 4 Suppose L is recognized with probability 1/2 +  by a width-k
stochastic syntactic branching program of polynomial length. If k = 2 and
 > 1/8, or k = 3 and  > 1/3, or k = 4 and  > 3/8, then L ∈ ACC.
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Proof. For each k we consider the problem of how small  has to be to fit 5
points into the (k − 1)-dimensional simplex with an L1 distance 4 between
them. While these values of  are smaller that those given by (3), they follow
easily from assuming without loss of generality that k of the points lie on
the simplex’s corners.
2
However, we conjecture that stochasticity does not greatly increase the
power of bounded-width branching programs, in the following sense:
Conjecture 1 If L is recognized with bounded error by a stochastic branching program of width less than 5, then L ∈ ACC.

7

Read-once Branching Programs (OBDDs)

In this section we investigate the computational power of read-once branching programs, i.e., those in which each variable xi is queried only once during
a computation. In particular, a read-once branching program on n variables
has length n. Read-once programs have been well-studied and are more
commonly called Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) [23]. We
define quantum and stochastic OBDDs using the definitions of acceptance
given above.
First, we note that quantum OBDDs of exponential width can compute
arbitrary Boolean functions. This is simply because quantum branching
programs include permutation programs, and it is easy to see that a permutation program with width 2n can simply read the input and devote a
different final state to every possible input.
To show that quantum OBDDs are more powerful than classical ones,
we consider the symmetric Boolean function MOD p defined as follows: For
an input x = x1 . . . xn ∈ {0, 1}n , the function MOD p (x) = 1 if and only if
the number of ones in x is divisible by p.
Theorem 5 Let p < n/2. Then MOD p can be computed by a read-once
quantum branching program of width O(log p) with one-sided error  ≥ 0.
The proof of this theorem will be presented in the subsection below. In
contrast to this result, we have that any deterministic OBDD for MOD p has
Ω(p) width. This follows from the fact that any deterministic OBDD for
MOD p must keep for each input sequence the number of ones (by mod p)
in each level of computation.

7.1

Proof of Theorem 5

We will start by giving a quantum branching program P of width O(log p)
that accepts inputs x ∈ MOD −1
p (1) with probability 1 and rejects inputs
15

x ∈ MOD −1
p (0) with probability at least 1/8. We will then apply standard
techniques to reduce the error to an arbitrarily small . The program P is
defined using width-2 programs P k , for k ∈ {1, . . . , p−1}. We will construct
P by selecting a good set (of cardinality t = d16 ln pe) of these P k ’s and
running them in superposition.
 
1
k
k
For a given k, P has as its start vector |ψ0 i =
and has transition
0
matrices T k = (hi, U k (0), U k (1)i)ni=1 where




1 0
cos(2πk/p) − sin(2πk/p)
k
k
U (0) =
, U (1) =
.
0 1
sin(2πk/p) cos(2πk/p)
The accepting set of P k is {1}.
P
Let l(x) the number of 1’s in the sequence x, i.e., l(x) = ni=1 xi . Then:
Lemma 3 After reading an input x = x1 . . . xn the state vector of P k is
|ψi = (cos θk )|1i + (sin θk )|2i
where θk = 2π k(l(x) mod p)/p.
Proof. This follows from the definition of P k .

2

If the l(x) is a multiple of p, then θk is a multiple of 2π for all k and
cos θk = 1, Therefore, all P k accept inputs x ∈ M ODp−1 (1) with probability
1.
k
Call P k “good” for an input x ∈ MOD −1
p (0) if P rejects x with probability at least 1/2.
k
Lemma 4 For any x ∈ MOD −1
p (0), at least (p − 1)/2 of all P are “good”.

Proof. According to Lemma 3 after reading an input x = x1 . . . xn the state
vector of P k is |ψi = (cos θk )|1i + (sin θk )|2i.
Therefore, the probability of accepting an input x ∈ MOD −1
p (0) is
2
cos θk , which is less than or equal to 1/2 if and only if θk ∈ [π/4, 3π/4]
or θk ∈ [5π/4j, 7π/4]. As p is prime and l(x) is relatively prime with p, it
must be that l(x) mod p, 2l(x) mod p, . . . , (p − 1)l(x) mod p are some permutation of 1, 2, . . . , p − 1. Consequently, it is enough to find the size of
the set I = {i1 , . . . , il } ⊂ {1, . . . , p − 1} such that 2π ij /p ∈ [π/4, 3π/4]
or 2π ij /p ∈ [5π/4, 7π/4]. Since the p points 2π/p, . . . , 2π(p − 1)/p, 2π
are regularly distributed on the circumference of the circle and the sectors
[π/4, 3π/4] and [5π/4, 7π/4] are exactly half of the circumference, we have
|I| ≥ bp/2c ≥ (p − 1)/2.
2
We call a set of quantum programs S = {P i1 , . . . , P it } “good” for x ∈
M ODp−1 (0) if at least 1/4 of all its elements are “good” for this x.
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Lemma 5 There is a set S of width-2 quantum branching programs with
|S| = t = d16 ln pe which is “good” for all inputs x ∈ MOD −1
p (0).
Proof. The following procedure A is used to construct the set S:
For a fixed input x with l(x) ≤ p − 1, A selects a quantum
branching program uniformly at random from {P 1 , . . . , P p−1 }.
The probability of selecting a “good” QBP at each step is at least 1/2.
Using Chernoff bounds, we get the probability that less than 1/4 of all QBPs
from the set S are “good” for any fixed x with l(x) ≤ p − 1 is at most
exp((−16 ln p)/2(1/2)2 /2 = 1/p.
Hence, the probability of constructing a set that is not “good” for at least
one input x with l(x) ≤ p − 1 is at most (p − 1)/p > 0. Therefore, there
exists a set which is “good” for all inputs x with l(x) ≤ p − 1. This set is
“good” for inputs x with l(x) > p as well, since any QBP, P k , returns the
current state vector to the start state vector after reading every p ones, and
hence, works the same way on any inputs x, x0 with l(x) = l(x0 ) mod p. 2
A program P accepting inputs x ∈ MOD −1
p (1) with probability 1 and
−1
rejecting inputs x ∈ MOD p (0) with probability at least 1/8 can now be
described: P ’s start and accepting states are the same as for the P k ’s. Its
transitions consist of a superposition of the transitions of QBP’s from a
“good” set S = {P i1 , . . . , P it }, weighted with equal amplitudes.
Notice the inputs x ∈ MOD −1
p (1) are always accepted by P with probk
ability 1 because all P ’s accept them. On the other hand, for any input
k
x ∈ MOD −1
p (0) at least 1/4 of all P ∈ S reject it with probability at least
1/2 and the total probability of rejecting any x ∈ MOD −1
p (0) is at least 1/8.
The error can now be made as small as needed using standard techniques
for reducing error in one-sided error computations. That is, d = d() copies
of P are taken and run uniformly at random. In this case the width of the
resulting program will be O(log p).
2
Definition 8 A branching program P is called stable if its transformations
do not depend on the level of P , i.e., Mj (0) and Mj (1) do not depend on j.
Observe that the proof of the above theorem constructs a quantum
branching program for MOD p that is stable.
Corollary 5 The function MOD p can be presented by a stable, read-once,
width-O(log p) quantum branching program with one-sided error  > 0.
Now we show that the MOD p function is hard for randomized OBDD’s.
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7.2

Lower Bounds for randomized OBDDs for MOD

We start by listing some basic facts from Markov chain theory we will need
in order to prove a lower bound for implementing the M OD function on
a randomized OBDD (Theorem 6). For more background information the
reader is advised to consult Section 2 of the book [9].
1. According to the classification theorem for Markov chains, the states
of a Markov chain can be divided into ergodic and transient states. An
ergodic set of states is a set which a process cannot leave once it has
entered. A transient set of states is a set which a process can leave,
but cannot return once it has left.
2. An arbitrary Markov chain C has at least one ergodic set. It is possible
to have a Markov chain C without any transient set. If a Markov chain
C has more than one ergodic set, then there is absolutely no interaction
between these sets. Hence, we have two or more unrelated Markov
chains lumped together. These chains can be studied separately. If a
Markov chain consists of a single ergodic set, then the chain is called
an ergodic chain. According to the classification theorem for Markov
chains, every ergodic chain is either regular or cyclic.
3. An ergodic chain is regular, if for sufficiently high powers of the state
transition matrix, A has only positive elements. Thus, no matter
where such a process starts, after a sufficiently large number of steps it
can be in any state. Moreover, there is a limiting vector of probabilities
of being in the given states of the chain, and this vector does not
depend on the initial state.
4. An ergodic chain is cyclic, if the chain has a period t, and all of its
states are subdivided into t cyclic subsets (t > 1). For a given starting
state a process moves through the cyclic subsets in a definite order,
returning to the subset with the starting state every t steps. It is
known that after a sufficient time has elapsed, the process can be in
any state of the cyclic subset appropriate for the moment. Hence,
for each of the t cyclic subsets, the t-th power of the state transition
matrix At describes a regular Markov chain.
Theorem 6 Any stable probabilistic OBDD computing MOD p has width at
least p.
Proof. Assume that there is a stable probabilistic OBDD P of width q < p
computing MOD p with probability 1/2 +  for some fixed  ∈ (0, 1/2].
Without loss of generality, assume P reads the inputs in the natural order x1 , . . . , xn . We can also suppose without loss of generality that each
level of P has exactly q nodes. During the computation, the macrostate of
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the program P on a level of nodes of P can be described by a probability
distribution vector µ = (µ1 , . . . , µq ), where µi is the probability of being in
the i-th node of the level. So we can describe a computational process of P
on an input x = x1 . . . xn as follows:
• The computation of P starts from an initial probability distribution
vector µ(e) (here e denotes empty word).
• On the j-th step, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, P reads xj and transforms the current
vector µ to µ0 = µA, where A is the q × q stochastic matrix, A = A(0)
if xj = 0 and A = A(1) if xj = 1.
• Suppose after the last (n-th) step of the computation, the probability
distribution vector is µ(x) = (µ1 , . . . , µq ).PThe program P then accepts
the input x with probability Pacc (x) = i∈F µi . So if f (x) = 1, then
Pacc (x) ≥ 1/2 + ; otherwise, Pacc (x) ≤ 1/2 − .
Let Σ = {x(n) , . . . , x(1) } be a set of input sequences where x(i) = 0n−i 1i .
Here 0k = |0 .{z
. . 0}, 1k = |1 .{z
. . 1} . From now on, we consider only input sek

k

quences to P from Σ.
For each x(i) ∈ Σ, according to our notations, we have that µ(0n−i ) =
µ(e)An−i (0). On the remaining part 1i of x(i) a computation of P can be
described by a Markov chain C. In this case, µ(0n−i ) is the initial probability
distribution for the Markov process and A(1) is the transition probability
matrix.
Now we estimate a number of states in the ergodic set of the Markov
chain C. It is known that if an ergodic chain is a cyclic chain with the
period t, then it has at least t states. Let t1 , . . . , th be the periods of the
cyclic chains of C (if an ergodic chain is regular then t = 1).
¿From the assumption that q < p, we get that ti < p for each cyclic
chain. Denote by D the least common multiple of all such t. Because p is
prime, t is relatively prime to p, D is relatively prime to p, and so is any
positive degree Dm of D.
For the input sequence x(k) consider the final vector µ(x(k) ). Without
loss of generality we can assume that there is a single accepting state. Let
µacc (x(k) ) be the probability of being in the accepting state after reading
x(k) . As after every D steps a process can be in any set of states containing
the accepting state, the D-th power of A describes a regular Markov chain
for this set. According to property 3 of Markov chains listed above we have
that there exists an α such that limr→∞ µacc (x(rD) ) = α. Hence, for any
 > 0, it holds that
|µacc (x(D

m)

) − µacc (x(D
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m p)

)| < 2

for m large enough. As P is supposed to 1/2 +  compute MOD p , we have
m
m
that µacc (x(D p) ) ≥ 1/2 +  and that µacc (x(D ) ) ≤ 1/2 − . This contradicts
the inequality above.
2

8

General Lower Bound for Quantum OBDDs

A general lower bound on the width of read-once quantum branching programs is now presented.
Theorem 7 Let  ∈ (0, 1/2). Let f (x1 , . . . , xn ) be a Boolean function (1/2+
)-computed (computed with margin ) by a quantum read-once branching
program Q. Then
width(Q) = Ω(log width(P ))
where P is a deterministic OBDD of minimal width computing f (x1 , . . . , xn ).
The proof of the Theorem 7 uses the same idea used in proving Theorem 4
and directly follows that proof. A deterministic OBDD P that represents
the same function f is constructed such that
 2·width(Q)
2
width(P ) ≤
.

The lower bound on width(Q) given by Theorem 7 proves that the quantum
OBDD constructed for the MOD p function has the optimal width possible.
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